
 

 

ONE-TWO FOR TOYOTA GAZOO RACING AT SPA 
Saturday 6 May 2017 
 
TOYOTA GAZOO Racing took its second consecutive victory of the 2017 FIA World 
Endurance Championship (WEC) season with a one-two in the 6 Hours of Spa-
Francorchamps. 
 
Silverstone winners Sébastien Buemi, Anthony Davidson and Kazuki Nakajima, in the 
#8 TS050 HYBRID, again took top step of the podium to extend their lead in the 
drivers’ World Championship to 17 points. 
 
In a dramatic race, the #7 of Mike Conway and Kamui Kobayashi finished just 
1.992secs behind in second place, for the team’s first one-two since Shanghai in 2014. 
That moves TOYOTA into the lead of the manufacturers’ World Championship, by 8.5 
points from Porsche. 
 
The #9 crew of Stéphane Sarrazin, Yuji Kunimoto and Nicolas Lapierre, competing 
together for the first time, completed a trouble-free race to finish fifth and gather 
valuable experience with the low-downforce TS050 HYBRID. 
 
Right from the start, the TOYOTAs were challenging for the win, with first Sébastien 
then Mike putting the pole-position #1 Porsche under pressure. On the 10th lap, Mike 
took the lead, while Sébastien took second three laps later. 
 
At the first driver changes, Yuji took over the #9 in fifth for his first-ever racing laps at 
Spa. He showed consistency and maturity throughout his two stints to navigate safely 
through the lapped traffic; a key stage in his acclimatisation to WEC racing. 
 
Kamui was consistently building a lead for the #7 as the race passed the halfway 
point, with Anthony in the #8 in second. But the race soon took a significant turn with 
two full course yellow periods. 
 
The #7 was unlucky to be already in the pits on both occasions. Other cars pitted 
after the yellow flags and therefore conceded far less time due to the 80km/h limit 
around the lap. Mike, whose stops were made when the competitors were driving at 
racing speeds, lost around one minute. 
 
Kazuki initially took the lead during the first full course yellow then extended it 
significantly during the second. Mike on the other hand found himself in a fight with 
the #2 Porsche, dropping to third. 
 
A further twist saw the #2 Porsche lose time due to accident repairs meaning 
Sébastien held a half-minute lead going into the final hour over Kamui, now second in 
the #7. 
 
Kamui closed the gap but held position in the last laps, crossing the line just behind 
Sébastien, who took TOYOTA’s 13th win since its WEC debut in 2012. Nicolas 
completed a clean run for the #9 car, taking the flag in fifth, two laps behind. 
 
TOYOTA GAZOO Racing now makes the short journey back to Cologne to accelerate 
preparations for the Le Mans 24 Hours on 17-18 June when the team expects a 
challenging and close fight with Porsche. Before that, all teams participate in the 
official Le Mans test day on 4 June. 
 
Toshio Sato, Team President: “This was a dramatic race; I hope the fans enjoyed 
it. We are delighted with the result after another intense fight with Porsche. The #7 



 

 

was unlucky with the two full course yellows. These things can happen in endurance 
racing but it’s really frustrating for Mike, Kamui and the car crew. They had the 
quickest car today in the race and didn’t make any mistakes. Well done to the #8 car; 
they never gave up and got their reward. It’s also been a very productive weekend 
from a technical point of view; having the chance to get data on the low-downforce 
package with the #9 is helpful for our Le Mans preparations. Le Mans is our big target 
and we will now make the final push to be ready.” 
 
TS050 HYBRID #7 (Mike Conway, Kamui Kobayashi) 
Race: 2nd, 173 laps, 7 pit stops. Grid: 2nd. Fastest lap: 1min 58.039secs 
 
Mike Conway (TS050 HYBRID #7): “I’m a bit disappointed but it’s a great team 
result. The car has been very good all weekend and the team did a fantastic job. In 
the first part of the race we were really quick and built up a nice lead but we got the 
two full course yellows at exactly the wrong times. That’s racing sometimes. We have 
to take the positives from this weekend and carry that into Le Mans.” 
 
Kamui Kobayashi (TS050 HYBRID #7): “Our car was really fast today; we just 
lost the race due to bad luck. At the end I caught up with Sébastien but in the last 
laps it’s not fair to attack when we are running one-two so I just followed him. It’s 
nice for the team to score maximum points from the race, especially in one of our 
home races; it was a good effort from everyone.”  
 
TS050 HYBRID #8 (Sébastien Buemi, Anthony Davidson, Kazuki Nakajima) 
Race: 1st, 173 laps, 7 pit stops. Grid: 4th. Fastest lap: 1min 57.722secs 
 
Sébastien Buemi (TS050 HYBRID #8): “Today we were not the fastest TOYOTA; 
car #7 deserved the win more. They lost so much time with the full course yellows. 
Our car didn’t quite have the pace so it’s nice in a way to win without actually being 
the quickest; maybe it’s a good sign. Last year we were leading by a lap when we had 
a technical problem so fortune has really turned around for our car here.” 
 
Anthony Davidson (TS050 HYBRID #8): “We certainly had some luck today 
because those two full course yellows gave us around a minute in total on the #7 car. 
Mike and Kamui were blindingly quick from the start of the weekend and we didn’t 
have an answer, so they deserved the win. But for the team it’s a fantastic result and 
great preparation for Le Mans.” 
 
Kazuki Nakajima (TS050 HYBRID #8): “It was a difficult race on our car and I 
have mixed feelings to be honest. I’m happy to be on the middle step of the podium 
but car #7 was really unlucky. In the end it was a great result for the team and it’s 
good to know that our car is getting a bit of luck this year after having none at all in 
2016. Now we head to Le Mans with a good feeling.” 
 
TS050 HYBRID #9 (Stéphane Sarrazin, Yuji Kunimoto, Nicolas Lapierre) 
Race: 5th, 171 laps, 7 pit stops. Grid: 3rd. Fastest lap: 1min 58.020secs 
 
Stéphane Sarrazin (TS050 HYBRID #9): “It was a difficult race for us in the low-
downforce car due to the tyre degradation. I enjoyed the race; I pushed and the pace 
was pretty good. It was important for Yuji to experience a WEC race for the first time 
and it was important to finish. So all in all it’s a good weekend for us and the low-
downforce car is a good base; it has big potential for Le Mans.”   
 
Yuji Kunimoto (TS050 HYBRID #9): “I enjoyed my first race weekend in WEC, 
and my first race here at Spa. There is a lot to learn and it was good to do a lot of 
laps today to experience things like traffic and tyre management. The result was not 



 

 

the main target today; it was an important step for us all to prepare for Le Mans so I 
am pretty happy with it.” 
 
Nicolas Lapierre (TS050 HYBRID #9): “It’s a great day for the team and a great 
result. Unfortunately on our car we were lacking some downforce, which is normal for 
the Le Mans-spec car, but it meant we had a lot of tyre degradation so we couldn’t 
fight. It was a good learning for Le Mans and the most important was to finish the 
race and from that aspect it’s been a positive weekend.”  
 
6 Hours of Spa-Francorchamps results:  
1st  #8 TOYOTA GAZOO Racing   173 laps 
2nd  #7 TOYOTA GAZOO Racing   +1.992secs 
3rd #2 Porsche (Bernhard/Bamber/Hartley)  +35.238secs 
4th  #1 Porsche (Jani/Lotterer/Tandy)  +1min 25.438secs 
5th  #9 TOYOTA GAZOO Racing   +2 laps 
6th #4 Bykolles (Webb/Kraihamer/Rossiter)  +12 laps 
 
A German translation of this press release is available on www.RacingByTMG.com. 
High-resolution copyright-free photos are available for editorial use at www.toyota-
motorsport-photos.com. 
 
About TOYOTA GAZOO Racing in the World Endurance Championship: 
TOYOTA first competed in the World Endurance Championship (WEC) in 1983, 
marking the start of a long period of participation in endurance racing. Since 1985, 
TOYOTA cars have raced in 18 Le Mans 24 Hours races, achieving a best result of 
second place on five occasions. TOYOTA entered the revived WEC in 2012, 
combining the expertise from TOYOTA Higashi-Fuji Technical Centre, where the 
hybrid powertrain is developed, with TOYOTA Motorsport GmbH’s support and 
facilities for chassis development. The multi-national team is based in Cologne, 
Germany and includes engineers from TOYOTA’s motorsport and hybrid department, 
who deliver technology and know-how back into road car development. Since 2012, 
TOYOTA has earned 11 pole positions and won 13 races, finishing on the podium a 
total of 34 times. In 2014, the team won the drivers’ and manufacturers’ World 
Championships with the TS040 HYBRID while a year later TOYOTA celebrated 30 
years since its first Le Mans entry. TOYOTA Motorsport GmbH combines its role in 
the WEC project with its other activities, such as the supply of a World Rally 
Championship engine for TOYOTA’s return to the category in 2017, as well as its 
engineering services business and customer motorsport activities. 
 
Media contact: Alastair Moffitt, Marketing & Communications Manager: 
alastair.moffitt@toyota-motorsport.com 
 
 


